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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Fixed 3493 eSignal adapter Added $TVOLQ to the list of non-supported instruments. 

Fixed 3494 Session Manager Pressing the Save button could cause exceptions. 

Fixed 3495 Charts @RVI indicator wasn't working properly for CalculateOnBarClose and realtime. 

Fixed 3496 Strategy Analyzer Data series parameter had not been saved if the results of an optimization on data series had been saved. 

Fixed 3497 Session Manager "CME US Index Futures ETH" session template was incorrect 

Fixed 3498 Market Replay Connecting to MR or rewinding could cause exception if there were charts opened with indicators on 

Fixed 3499 IQFeed adapter Now supports 2 digit year codes. !!! DTN/IQFeed users must use this version or later before March 31, 

2010 
Fixed 3501 NinjaScript Editor Updated to latest version of the 3rd party editor component from ActiPro. 

Fixed 3502 Strategy Analyzer Summary tab did not always show correct values. 

Fixed 3503 Strategy Analyzer Hid detail tabs as "Instruments" tab is selected in Walk Forward mode. 

Fixed 3504 Strategy Analyzer "COMBINED RESULTS" could have had details tabs exposed. 

Fixed 3505 Strategy Analyzer "Combined results", "# of trades per day" was incorrect. 

Fixed 3506 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Multi plot indicators would cause exceptions as not all plots would be populated in each OnBarUpdate() 

call. 

Fixed 3507 NinjaScript 

strategies 

NS strategies having ToString() overwritten to return blank would not be listed on chart->right click-

>Strategy performance 

Fixed 3508 BarChart.com 

adapter 

Realtime timestamps for currencies had been 10min behind and could e.g. cause charts being off. 

Fixed 3509 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Multi series indicators could cause exceptions when added to a chart. 

Fixed 3510 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Restoring multi series NinjaScript strategies on restart could yield log errors, if the secondary series was one 

of those which required special Add... methods 

Fixed 3511 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Persisting NS strategies could result in StrategyUpdateJob errors - object not being tracked. 

Fixed 3513 Charts Changed candle chart style and open/close style to be painted thinner, allowing to have thinner bars, and set 

default to 3 instead of 2. 

Fixed 3514 Strategy Analyzer Chart trader enabled property was visible in chart properties in SA 

Fixed 3515 Charts Mini instrument selected could be used when switching of adding bar series or period type/value or 

instrument shouldn't be possible 

Fixed 3516 Charts VOL indicator could cause overflow exceptions. 

Fixed 3517 T&S window Reset on properties dialog did not reset to factory settings. 

Fixed 3518 Basic Entry "Set Default" on properties dialog did not work. 

Fixed 3519 MBT adapter Fixed bug on requesting historical data which would prevent NT working with new MBT Nav 11.5.0.5 

Fixed 3520 Charts Trade markers and executions could disappear from receiving chart on scrolling on sending chart with 

global cross hair 



Fixed 3521 Chart Trader Chart Trader orders were selectable even when out of panel (price higher max or lower min of panel) 

Fixed 3522 Charts Indicator labels were not displayed on non equidistant charts when last bar of base series was right from last 

visible bar 

Fixed 3523 Charts Anchor time of chart objects were displayed wrong in object properties dialogs if anchor were outside of 

handled range 

Fixed 3524 General Disconnecting while loading bars and reconnecting could crash NT. 

Fixed 3525 PFGBEST.com 

adapter 

Fixed a couple of issues related to block accounts. !!! An updated PFGBEST.com client is required from 

our website 
Fixed 3526 PFGBEST.com 

adapter 

Tools->Options->Ok would reset values on Accounts tab. 

Fixed 3527 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Multi-series NS strategies had not been properly synced up on their first few bars. 

Fixed 3528 Chart NT could crash when chart was opened with session definition with begin time or end time in daylight 

saving time  

Fixed 3529 Market Replay Executions in market replay could disappear when period value was switched 

Fixed 3530 Strategy Analyzer Walk Forward tab will now  display trades for multi series strategies. 

Fixed 3533 Charts Daily bars on realtime were built incorrectly, breaking up on midnight instead of the session borders. 

Fixed 3534 SuperDOM SuperDOM did not update Instrument in Entry Parameters when changed via link button and instrument did 

not exist in combo box 

Fixed 3535 Strategy Analyzer Bar width settings in SA were not restored properly on several consecutive back tests. 

Fixed 3536 Charts Multi-series indicators has issues when going from historical to realtime data. 

Fixed 3537 Session Manager Spikes or a whole session with wrong offset could be built on merging contracts for first session of new 

contract. 

Fixed 3538 NinjaScript 

Strategies 

"Cancel exit/entry orders when strategy is disabled" did not work as expected as it could have left orders in 

"PendingCancel" and causing issues when reconnecting. 

Fixed 3540 NinjaScript Editor Context menu "Save" menu was not disabled on system indicators 

Fixed 3542 Chart indicators Indicators with a transparent plot color could cause an overflow exception on panels with a very small scale 

range 
 


